Abstract. This paper analyzes the properties of user queries in a system for stock investment recommendation, and defines the F-relationship, which is a new type of a relationship between two queries. A query is composed of user defined conditions for an interesting stock item and is systematically invoked whenever the price of that stock item is changed. An F-relationship between two queries Q1 and Q2 means that, if the recommendation type of a preceding query Q1 is X, then its following query Q2 always has X as its recommendation type, where the recommendation type is one of SELL, HOLD, BUY, and NONE. If there is an Frelationship between Q1 and Q2, the recommendation type of Q2 is decided immediately by that of Q1, therefore we can keep Q2 from being actually processed. To exploit this fact, we suggest two methods in this paper. The former analyzes all the F-relationships among user queries in the system and represents them as a graph. The latter searches the graph and decides the order of queries to be processed, which makes the number of unexecuted queries maximized. With these methods, a large portion of user queries are not actually processed. As a result, the performance of processing all the queries is greatly improved. We examined the superiority of the suggested methods through a variety of experiments using real-world stock market data. According to the results of our experiments, the overall time of continuous query processing with our proposed methods has reduced to less than 10% of that with the traditional method.
Introduction
Time-series data is a list of changing values sampled at fixed time intervals [4] , [11] , [14] , [15] , [18] , [22] , [23] . It reflects the status changes of objects in nature and economy as time passes. In many applications, an element value in time-series data is significantly affected by its preceding values accumulated so far [8] . Thus, by analyzing past element values in time-series data, we can find the regularities and also form their model, thereby predicting the values to appear in the near future.
Stock price sequences are a typical example of time-series data [1] , [5] , [7] , [9] , [20] . Since the goal of stock investors is to earn high return, it would help investors achieve successful stock investments to recommend proper buying and selling points via analysis of the stock price sequences [10] , [17] , [21] . However, it is not easy for investors to determine appropriate buying and selling points themselves for earning high return in such environment where stock prices fluctuate significantly everyday [13] .
Each stock investor has his/her own conditions for buying or selling stocks. Some investors want to earn high return in spite of high risk while others do not accept high risk for high return. To meet requirements of a variety of stock investors, it would be so useful to develop a system that automatically recommends stock items whose price changing patterns come to satisfy the conditions required by individual investors.
There have been several attempts to efficiently identify frequent patterns of price changing from stock data. Traditional pattern matching from a time-series stream dataset such as stock history is highly time-consuming and is not suitable for recognizing irregular patterns. To overcome these weak points, [24] proposed an efficient pattern matching approach. This approach extracts partial time points as features which can help to determine the similarity of patterns based on the notion of perceptually important point (PIP). Then, with these reduced features, Spearman"s rank correlation coefficient is used to measure the similarity between the input segment and the previously detected patterns. This approach aims to improve the efficiency of pattern matching itself. However, this approach is not specifically applicable to real-world stock databases because it cannot consider several variables including recommendation types required in stock trading systems. Another study related to our approach focused on detecting frequent patterns and predicting the trend corresponding to an input pattern in a financial time-series dataset such as stock history [25] . This study could be applied in recommending both buying and selling actions. However, this study primarily focused on improving the accuracy of predictions without building the practical recommendation systems for investment.
In our previous work [12] , we developed a system that recommends investment types to stock investors by discovering useful rules from past changing patterns of stock prices in a database. In this system, we defined a new model which could recommend stock investment types according to the frequent pattern of pricing of a stock item. This allows investors to impose various conditions on rule bodies flexibly, and also improves the performance of a rule discovery process by reducing the number of rules to be discovered. For efficient discovery and matching of rules, we proposed methods for discovering frequent patterns, constructing a frequent pattern base, and indexing those patterns. We also suggested a method that efficiently finds the rules matched to a query from a frequent pattern base, and proposed a method that recommends an investment type by using the rules.
In a stock investment system, there are a large number of stock investors, who issue queries on multiple stock items of interest. Prices of stocks are updated very frequently. Also, in every update period of stock prices, all the user queries should be processed for computing its recommendation type. This is a kind of continuous query processing in that processing of a query is performed repeatedly whenever its related data is updated [6] . Continuous processing of a large number of queries requires a lot of time, therefore, we need to devise a method that processes all the user queries efficiently.
In this paper, we discuss efficient processing of a large number of continuous queries for stock investment recommendation. First, we search for the Follows-relationship (Frelationship in short), which is a new type of a relationship between two queries, by analyzing properties of user queries. An F-relationship between two queries Q1 and Q2 under a recommendation type X implies that, if a preceding query Q1 has X as a recommendation type, then its following query Q2 always has X as its recommendation type. When there exists an F-relationship between Q1 and Q2, the recommendation type of Q2 is decided immediately by that of Q1, therefore we can safely keep Q2 from being processed. For achieving this, we propose a method that finds all the F-relationships among user queries and represents them as a graph. We also propose a method that searches the graph and decides the order of queries to be processed, which makes the number of unexecuted queries as many as possible. With our methods, a large portion of user queries get free from actual processing. As a result, the performance of processing all the queries is greatly improved. According to our experimental results, more than 90% of queries are waived from actual processing with our methods.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the rule model proposed in our previous work. Section 3 discusses the performance problems occurring in our target application environment. Section 4 presents the methods for solving the problems. Section 5 verifies the effectiveness of our proposed methods via extensive experiments. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and concludes the paper.
Stock Investment Recommendation System
In this section, we explain the rule model and the query model proposed in reference [12] .
Rule model
In this paper, we use the following form of a rule to express the trend of changing stock prices. Here, H and B denote a rule head and a rule body, respectively. This rule implies that B happens after time t since H has occurred.
Next, we discuss (s, c) in the rule. A changing pattern can be formed as a rule head only when a sufficient number of stock sequences support the pattern. s defined in the following is called a support, which means how many times the pattern P corresponding to H appears in past stock sequences [2] Our approach discovers those rules whose support and confidence are both larger than predetermined thresholds during analyzing the past stock sequences. If a recent changing pattern of an investor's stock item of interest is matched to some H, it recommends an investment type by referring to its B. Possible investment types to be recommended are "BUY", "SELL", "HOLD", and "NO RECOMMENDATION". They are decided by conditions for B, which are highly dependent on propensities of investors. Figure 1 shows a simple example of a stock price change. In this stock data, a pattern in the time interval ⓐ occurs three times. After a time interval ⓑ since then, the price is shown to increase twice and is shown to decrease once. From this fact, if a pattern in the time interval ⓐ appears again, the system recommends "BUY" as an investment type for this stock because the price is likely to increase with probability of 0.66. In this example, we regarded a pattern occurring three times as frequent. However, the system regards a pattern frequent only when its support is more than a minimum threshold, thereby considering it to be a rule head [2] , [3] .
In stock applications, H is an event corresponding to an appearance of a pattern P within the time range of the rule head as shown in the time interval ⓐ of Figure 1 Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , for example, B can be represented as "INCREASE".
Like this, stock investors specify their own conditions, which are related to the investment types for recommendations, on the characteristics of stock prices within the time range of the rule body. Such conditions are called rule body conditions, which decide when the characteristics of stock prices are regarded as "INCREASE". In the prior example, investors set the rule body condition as "the average stock price in the time range of the rule body increases more than 20% in comparison with the last stock price in the time range of the rule head". In this case, the changing patterns of stock prices in Figure 1 are discovered as a meaningful rule. We note that these rule body conditions vary depending on dispositions of investors.
The value ranges of elements may differ from one stock sequence to another. In addition, even within a single stock sequence, the element values may fluctuate a lot in response to economic situations or changes in business revenue. Therefore, it is rarely possible for a stock sequence with raw element values to contain frequent patterns. To solve this problem, we take the approach to transform a raw stock sequence into a sequence of change ratios and then into a symbol sequence. Also, we build an index on the frequent patterns discovered for efficient processing of continuous queries at every update period of stock prices.
Before continuous query processing starts, investors define all their conditions for B. They are stock items of interest, acceptable price changing rates for buying and selling conditions, and so on. As mentioned earlier, however, these conditions vary according to investors. For example, an investor wants the system to recommend "BUY" when the average price in the time range of the rule body gets more than 20% high against the last price in the time range of the rule head. On the other hand, another investor wants the system to recommend "BUY" when the lowest price in the time range of the rule body gets more than 10% high against the last price in the time range of the rule head. Moreover, we note that, even for the same investor, such conditions are changeable according to her/his investing points.
Query model
A query Q for requiring recommendation types and its result FQ are formally defined as follows.
Definition 1. Q, query form
A query Q for requiring recommendation types is formulated in the following form.
Each variable has the meaning as below.
• I : the stock item of interest.
• T : the time interval between the end of a rule head and the beginning of a rule body.
• BL : the length of a rule body.
• [α, β]: the range of average increase ratio for retaining the current stock item.
Their actual meanings will be explained in Definition 2.
• mC : the minimum confidence, which is set to more than 0.5. The reason for this setting will be also explained in Definition 2.
The system executes a query Q whenever the price of a stock item I is changed. If the pattern obtained so far is matched to some frequent pattern, it recommends an appropriate investment type by referring to the corresponding rule bodies. This is a kind of continuous query processing because it processes the same query continuously according to data updates. The result of each query processing, F(Q) , has the following value.
Definition 2. F(Q)
, the result of processing a query Q For every case that supports the rule head, which is matched to Q, we calculate its average increase ratio r by comparing the end price of the rule head to the average price of the rule body. As a result,
, is defined as follows.
where α and β are the minimum and maximum values for selecting "HOLD", respectively. The recommendation type, X, is determined as follows.
• SELL: If the ratio of cases satisfying (r ≤ α) is larger than mC.
• HOLD: If the ratio of cases satisfying (α ≤ r ≤ β) is larger than mC.
• BUY: If the ratio of cases satisfying (r ≥ β) is larger than mC.
• NONE: Otherwise (All three ratios are less than mC)
As stated in Definition 1, mC is required to set to at least 0.5 in order to avoid more than one investment type from being recommended. When F(Q) has a value of X, we denote it as F(Q)=X and read it as "X is recommended as a result of processing query Q." The proposed approach enables stock investors to easily adapt the query model to suit their needs or application environments. Thus, it provides a fundamental framework for adaptive recommendation systems for stock investment. According to the experimental results, the system provides more than 70% satisfaction ratio in most cases, and its response times are much less than a second, which is tolerable even in on-line environment [12] .
Motivation
In this section, we characterize our target application environment, and point out the performance problems occurring in this environment. Then, we present an example that explains a core idea for solving those problems. First, as a target data for discovering rule heads, we use real-world stock price data
collected for 20 years. From the data, we store frequent patterns, which are used as rule heads, in a database, and build an index on these rule heads for efficient query processing. The price of each stock item is periodically updated in a database. At every update time, the most recent prices of each stock item are used in a query to inquire whether they are matched to some frequent patterns. If a matched frequent pattern is found in the database of rule heads, an appropriate investment type for the stock item is computed and recommended. The conditions for determining a rule body are different according to queries. Thus, in order to compute the average increase ratio, we need to access all the sequences that support the rule head. This causes a large number of random accesses from disk. Also, there are a lot of stock investors in our target application environment. Each investor might have multiple stock items of interest, thereby issuing multiple queries in the system. All the queries requested by investors are stored and executed in main memory, and are periodically stored into the disk for the purpose of backup. As a result, there are a great number of queries to be processed continuously in every update period. This is a very important issue of continuous query processing dealt with in stream data management [6] , [19] .
Let us consider two queries Q 1 = ("Samsung Electronics", 0, 1, [-0.01, 0.01], 0.7) and Q 2 = ("Samsung Electronics", 0, 1, [-0.02, 0.02], 0.6) where the stock item, the time interval, and the length of a rule body are identical. If F(Q 1 ) is "HOLD", this implies that, for all the cases matched to a rule head, more than 70% cases have their price increase rate between -0.01 and 0.01. Because queries Q 1 and Q 2 have the stock item, the time interval, and the length of a rule body in common, the rule head and body to be examined in query processing is also identical in the two queries. So, since it recommends "HOLD" when the ratio of cases whose price increase rate is between -0.01 and 0.01 is more than 70%, we can safely regard that F(Q 2 ) is also "HOLD" without processing Q 2 .
There are a large number of user queries, each of which should be processed once within every update period of stock prices. As a clue to this problem situation, we have to pay attention to the relationship between Q 1 and Q 2 .
Query Processing with F-Relationship
This section discusses the F-relationship among queries, and proposes a method that reduces the number of queries to be actually processed by using the relationship.
F-relationship
In this section, we define the F-relationship, and suggest some conditions for the Frelationship held.
Definition 3: F-relationship and a set of F-relationships
Given Q 1 , Q 2 , and X, their Follows-relationship(F-relationship in short), R(Q 1 , Q 2 , X), is defined as follows.
We read R(Q 1 , Q 2 , X) as "Q 2 follows Q 1 for recommendation type X", where Q 1 is a preceding query, and Q 2 is its following query. Also, a set of F-relationships related to a preceding query Q 1 and a recommendation type X is denoted as FRS(Q 1 , X) .
If the recommendation type of a preceding query Q 1 is X, then the following query Q 2 always has X as its recommendation type. If there exists an F-relationship between Q 1 and Q 2 , the recommendation type of Q 2 is decided immediately by that of Q 1 , therefore we can keep Q 2 from being actually processed. We suggest two methods in this paper. The former analyzes all the F-relationships among user queries and represents them as a graph. The latter searches the graph and decides the order of queries to be processed, which makes the number of unprocessed queries maximized. With these methods, most of user queries are kept from actual processing.
Given a query Q=(I, T, BL, [α, β], mC), the system processes Q and provides a recommendation type whenever a new price of stock item I arrives. When different users issue queries on the same stock item I, there could exist a number of F-relationships among those queries. In this case, there can be three possible F-relationships between these two queries. We calculate the average increase rate by comparing the end price of the rule head to the average price of the rule body. If it is less than α 1 , this case supports
the number of occurrences matched to the rule head is n, the confidence, C 1 (SELL), for the number of cases recommending F(Q 1 )=SELL, r 1 (SELL), is computed as below.
If C 1 (SELL) ≥ mC 1 , then F(Q 1 )=SELL always holds. For Q 1 , we assume F(Q 1 )=SELL. According to the definition, the number of cases belonging to S 1 , r 1 (SELL), is expressed as follows.
As in the figure above, since S 1 ⊆ S 2 , the number of cases belonging to S 2 , r 2 (SELL), is always larger than or equal to r 1 (SELL).
Therefore, we obtain the following inequality.
As in the definition C 1 , since C 2 (SELL)=r 1 (SELL)÷n, we obtain the following equation.
Because C 2 (SELL) ≥ mC 2 , we easily know that F(Q 2 )=SELL. As a result, if (α 1 ≤ α 2 ) AND (mC 1 ≥ mC 2 ) AND (F(Q 1 )=SELL), F-relationship R(Q 1 , Q 2 , SELL) does always hold. We can also prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 in the similar fashion.
In our system, a large number of queries might have F-relationships with one another. As stated earlier, the recommendation type of a following query is automatically determined by that of its preceding query. Therefore, we can safely omit the expensive processing of those following queries.
4.2.
Composition of a query set F-relationships among queries can be expressed by using directed graphs where vertices represent queries and directed edges represent F-relationships of a recommendation type. For example, F-relationship R(Q 1 , Q 2 , BUY) is expressed by a directed graph shown in Figure 2 . When there are n queries, the maximum number of outgoing edges from a given query is n-1. Therefore, the space complexity for storing the direct edges to express all the possible F-relationships of n queries is O(n 2 ). As a result, the storage cost becomes high when n is large, and thus needs to be reduced.
Let us consider a direct graph shown in Figure 3(a) . This graph expresses three Frelationships R(Q 1 , Q 2 , BUY), R(Q 2 , Q 3 , BUY), and R(Q 1 , Q 3 , BUY). Since the third Frelationship (i.e., R(Q 1 , Q 3 , BUY)) is derivable from the first two F-relationships, it can be deleted from the directed graph without any information loss. We call such an Frelationship derivable F-relationship. The graph obtained after removing all the derivable F-relationships from the graph in Figure 3 (a) is shown in Figure 3(b) .
Fig. 3. A direct graph and its concise representation
The set of F-relationships obtained after removing all the derivable F-relationships from FRS(Q, X), a set of F-relationships having Q as their preceding query and X as their recommendation type, is formally defined as follows:
Definition 4: Set of core F-relationships, coreFRS(Q, X)
Given a query Q and a recommendation type X, let FQS(Q, X) denote a set of all the queries Q i (≠Q) which satisfy the F-relationship R(Q, Q i , X) and let nonCoreFQS(Q, X) denote a set of all the queries Q i (≠Q) which satisfy the F-relationship R(Q r , Q i , BUY) for some Q r in FQS(Q, X). Then, the set of core F-relationships coreFRS(Q, X) is defined as As shown in Figure 3 , when there exists an F-relationship R(Q 1 , Q 2 , X), the containment relationship FRS(Q 1 , X) ⊃ FRS(Q 2 , X) is always satisfied. As described in ( , ) ( , ) = ( , ) ( , , )
Algorithm 1, the set of core F-relationships coreFRS(Q, X) is easily obtained by using this property.
Algorithm 1: get_coreFRS(Q, X) for obtaining the set of core F-relationships coreFRS(Q, X) Input : Query Q, Recommendation type X Output : Set of core F-relationships coreFRS(Q, X)
return coreFRS(Q, X)
If an investor submits a new query Q, we first obtain FRS(Q, X), for each recommendation type X and then take only coreFRS(Q, X) by using the algorithm get_coreFRS(Q, X) shown above. Then, for each element R(Q, Q i , X) in coreFRS(Q, X), we retrieve all the queries Q r satisfying R(Q r , Q i , X) and replace R(Q r , Q i , X) with R(Q r , Q, X) in the existing set of F-relationships.
Let us consider the time complexity of inserting a new query Q into a system with n queries. The maximum number of F-relationships R(Q, Q i , X) in coreFRS(Q, X) is n, and the maximum number of queries Q r satisfying R(Q r , Q i , X) is n-1 when Q r is excluded. Therefore, the total time can be expressed asymptotically as O(n(n-1)) = O(n 2 ). However, when inserting a new query Q into an existing system, we only consider the queries whose target stock item, time interval, and length of rule body are same as those of Q and thus the actual time cost is expected to be not much. Now, let us consider the space complexity of the data structure for expressing Frelationships. With the assumption that every query maintains just the set of core Frelationships, let us examine the maximum number of F-relationships an arbitrary query Q can have. When F(Q)=SELL, there can be two types of following queries at most; (1) following queries that have the same mC value but a larger α value, and (2) following queries that have the same α value but a smaller mC value. When F(Q)=BUY, there can be also two types of following queries at most. When F(Q)=HOLD, following queries may have two identical values and one different value among mC, α, and β. That is, the maximum number of types of following queries is 3. Therefore, the maximum number of the following queries having Q as their preceding query is 7, and thus the space complexity at the worst case becomes O(7n) = O(n).
Determination of a query processing order
Queries can be processed directly or indirectly in our system. When their recommendation types are determined via actual execution, they are said to be processed directly. On the contrary, when their recommendation types are obtained from the recommendation types of their preceding queries through their F-relationships, they are said to be processed indirectly. Given a set of queries submitted by investors, it is required for performance improvement to determine their execution order that can minimize the total query processing cost. If we select a query Q with the largest set of F-relationships FRS(Q, X) and execute it first, then there can be a large number of queries processed indirectly. However, unless F(Q) = X, indirect processing is infeasible even though there are lots of queries included in FRS(Q, X) . In addition, the approach to maintain FRS(Q, X) for every pair of a query Q and a recommendation type X requires high storage cost. Because of these two reasons, we do not take the approach to process the queries in the order of the size of their F-relationship sets.
An alternative criterion to the size of F-relationship sets for determining the execution order of queries is the minimum confidence of queries. When two queries are given, the parameters to decide whether or not they are in F-relationships are their change ratio of retention [α, β] and their minimum confidence mC. Among these three parameters, the minimum confidence is the only one that can determine the order of F-relationships irrespective of a recommendation type. That is, a query with a higher minimum confidence can be a preceding query of another query with a lower minimum confidence regardless of a recommendation type, but the reverse situation is not possible. Therefore, we can highly expect that the queries with a higher minimum confidence have a larger set of F-relationships. Based on this reasoning, we decide to execute the queries with a higher minimum confidence prior to the queries with a lower minimum confidence so as to increase the chance of indirect query processing via the F-relationship. Algorithm 2 shown below determines the execution order of queries according to their minimum confidence and then processes them in the execution order.
When a user submits a new query into a set QS of queries whose I, T, and BL values are identical to those of the new query, the cost to insert the new query to the sorted list of QS is O(logn); therefore it does not significantly affect the construction cost (i.e., O(n 2 )) of a query set mentioned in Section 4.2.
Algorithm 2: selectQuery(QS) for determining the execution order of queries according to their minimum confidence and then processing them according to their execution order Input : set QS of queries with identical I, T, and BL values Output : none 1 While QS is not empty do 2 Q := query with the highest minimum confidence among the elements of QS; 3 delete Q from QS;
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we verify the superiority of the proposed approach via experimental performance evaluation.
Experimental environment
We evaluated the performance of the proposed approach using real-world stock price data. To collect actual stock price data, we recorded the prices of 905 KOSPI [16] stock items every minute for about three months. For each individual stock item, we created a query set by combining the following parameters.
• To evaluate the hit ratio of the proposed model, we had measured satisfaction ratio and recommendation ratio with various independent variables in the reference [12] . In this study, however, we designed and performed experiments to evaluate how much the query processing performance is improved by the application of F-relationships among queries. Therefore, we excluded the experiments on the parameters (i.e., T and BL) which are not related with the query processing performance.
Experimental result
In this subsection, we present the result of the experiments on how much the overall performance is improved when we remove unnecessary executions of queries using Frelationships. The amount of main memory usage increases when we apply Frelationships among queries. This is because the list of queries sorted by their entire Frelationships and minimum confidences has to be maintained in main memory. The size of main memory required for storing all this information of 97,740 queries was about 12MB. With the current specification of computer memory, this amount of main memory usage is tolerable considering the benefit of performance improvement. When we did not utilize F-relationships, we measured the time for processing all queries. On the contrary, when we utilized F-relationships, we measured the times for adding new queries, determining the processing orders, and actual query processing, and then summed them up.
Performance improvement by utilizing F-relationships. For the two cases of processing all queries with and without the utilization of F-relationships, Table 1 shows the time for processing all queries, the number of queries processed directly, and the number of disk accesses. The time for processing all queries with the application of F-relationships is reduced to 9.5% of that without the application of F-relationships. This verifies the significant improvement in query processing performance. Let us now consider the number of queries processed directly. About 1.22 million queries among about 1.5 million queries were not processed directly; instead, their recommendation types were determined indirectly by the application of F-relationships.
However, extra time is required for utilizing F-relationships. Therefore, we may expect that the reduction ratio of the time for processing all queries is less than 81%, which is the reduction ratio of queries processed directly to the total queries. However, in this experiment, we observed that the reduction ratio of the time for processing all queries is about 90%. We can think of the two reasons for this higher reduction ratio; the first reason is that the time for processing each individual query may not be identical, and the second reason is that the time for disk accessing dominates the time for query processing. In Table 1 , we can observe that the reduction ratio of the time for processing all queries is almost same as the reduction ratio of the size of disk accesses, and this observation supports our conjecture.
Performance improvement with increasing number of queries. While increasing the number of queries 2 times, 4 times and 8 times, Figure 4 shows their query processing time. The predefined queries in Figure 4 are default queries defined in Section 5.1 and then used in Section 5.2. The random queries in Figure 4 were those created by the combination of parameter values randomly selected. Compared to the default queries, the random queries are highly likely to have lower possibility of being in F-relationships with themselves. We made the number of default queries be equal to that of random queries. Figure 4 shows that the time for processing random queries with our approach is larger than that for processing predefined queries with our approach. This is because more predefined queries than random queries are processed indirectly in our approach. However, with our approach, the difference between the time for processing all predefined queries and the time for processing all random queries is not that large. This result verifies that the set of predefined queries used throughout the experiments has not been manipulated to show off the performance improvement of our approach.
Fig. 4. Processing time with increasing number of queries
Let us examine Figure 4 again. When F-relationships among queries are not applied, every query must be processed directly, and thus it takes long time to process all the predefined or random queries. Note that the processing time without the usage of Frelationships for all predefined queries is not much different from that for all random queries. This is because the number of predefined queries processed directly is almost same as that of random queries. On the other hand, it is clearly shown in Figure 4 that the time for processing queries with the usage of F-relationships is much smaller than that without the usage of F-relationships, and the difference becomes larger as the number of queries increases. This experiment revealed that our approach improves the query processing performance up to 14 times compared to the existing one.
Relationships between the minimum confidence of queries and the size of Frelationships. In Section 4.3, based on the reasoning that queries with a higher minimum confidence have a larger set of F-relationships, we proposed a method to determine the processing order of queries according to their minimum confidences. To verify our reasoning, we measured the minimum confidence and the size of Frelationships for all 97,940 random queries and for all recommendation types X ∈ {BUY, HOLD, SELL}. For each minimum confidence value within the range from 0.5 to 1, Figure 5 shows the average number of queries included in F-relationships FRS(Q, X).
We observed that the average number of queries in F-relationships FRS(Q, X) increases linearly in proportion to the minimum confidence of query Q. Actually, the correlation coefficient of these two variables was 0.99, and thus we found out that the two variables have extremely positive correlation. Therefore, we can deduce that the processing order of queries determined by their minimum confidences should be almost same as that determined by the size of the F-relationship set. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed continuous query processing for stock investment applications. The approaches proposed in previous studies construct the rules from stock databases, predict the price change patterns of the stocks in which investors are interested, and then recommend one of three investment types (i.e., HOLD, BUY, and SELL) to the investors. For doing these, the previous approaches define new rule models, and then construct the rules when the trends matched to frequent price change patterns satisfy the investment conditions of investors. Here, frequent patterns are used as rule heads and their succeeding price change patterns are used as rule bodies. In this study, we have proposed an approach for effective query processing in the environment where a large number of queries submitted by a lot of users are processed continuously. To attain our goal, our approach analyzes the properties of queries in order to extract F-relationships by which recommendation types can be determined automatically. Then, it retrieves the queries included in F-relationships and determines their processing order so as to minimize the number of queries to be processed actually. As a result, we were able to improve query processing performance significantly. To perform these tasks effectively, we have proposed two algorithms, one for finding the queries included in F-relationships and constructing a minimal set of F-relationships, and the other for determining the query processing order by which the F-relationships constructed in the previous step can be applied effectively.
To demonstrate the superiority of our approaches, we compared the approach with and without the usage of F-relationships by extensive experiments using real-world stock data. The result revealed that the time for processing all queries with the usage of Frelationships was just 10% of that without the usage of F-relationships.
As a further study, we are planning to extend our approach to the environment where a stock database is updated dynamically [21] and its frequent pattern base should be updated accordingly.
